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Ye Chen was silent, he naturally didn't want Ji Siqing to go to No Time and Space so soon. 

 

But if Ji Siqing has completely inherited Su Nishang's orthodoxy, then it belongs to the cause and effect 

of the word "Vulcan", and she will naturally inherit it as well, and cannot give up. 

 

There is always something to give for what you get. 

 

Ye Chen watched silently, and saw Su Nishang's aura continuously transmitted to Ji Siqing's body in the 

flame formation, wisps of flames shot up into the sky, transforming into the appearance of a vermilion 

bird and a phoenix, with a clear and melodious cry. 

 

There is even a crown, which is the crown of the emperor and god, a symbol of the authority of the god 

of fire, and it appears in the sky. 

 

This crown is engraved with strands of phoenix totems, surrounded by mysterious laws, the sun is as 

vast as the sea, and the red fairy light is floating, which is extremely magnificent and magnificent. 

 

The crown is shrouded in layers of sunlight, and it looks hazy, as if it came from fantasy and is not real. 

 

As Su Nishang's aura was continuously transmitted to Ji Siqing, the Vulcan crown slowly fell from the 

sky. 

 

In the end, the crown fell on Ji Siqing's head. 

 

Ji Siqing put on the crown, and his whole temperament became sacred and elegant, like a real god. 

 



The legacy is over. 

 

Ji Siqing opened his eyes, the phoenix totem was burning in the depths of his eyes, blazing and surging, 

and there were strands of ancient fire swaying on his body. 

 

On the other hand, Su Nishang, her aura suddenly weakened, and even her face turned pale. 

 

"Senior Vulcan, are you alright?" 

 

Ji Siqing asked hurriedly. 

 

"I'm fine." 

 

Su Nishang waved her hands, smiled, and said: 

 

"Siqing, from today onwards, you are the new Vulcan, my Taoism, supernatural powers, martial arts, 

and my understanding of the mysteries of time and space, causality, rules, the truth of the great way, 

the origin of the world, and the mysteries of the creation of all things." Wait, I have already taught you 

everything today, how much you can comprehend depends on your comprehension." 

 

Ji Siqing was very grateful, and said: "Thank you for teaching the exercises, senior, I will definitely live up 

to your expectations!" 

 

As she said that, she turned her head to look at Ye Chen, her eyes were full of joy and excitement. 

 

She has completely inherited Su Nishang's orthodox lineage, and she will be the new Vulcan from now 

on, who can help Ye Chen better, and can also ensure the stability of the Lord of Destiny's authority and 

not be taken away by others. 

 

Su Nishang nodded and said, "Very well, the envoy from the Myriad Fire Realm should be coming down 

to pick you up soon, so prepare yourself." 

 



Hearing this, Ji Siqing was taken aback, and said, "What, is the envoy from the Myriad Fire Realm coming 

down? Senior Vulcan, as I said, I won't go to Wuwu Time and Space!" 

 

Wuwu Time and Space is too far away, Ji Siqing doesn't want to go at all, she still wants to stay in reality 

and stay by Ye Chen's side. 

 

Su Nishang smiled and said: "Silly boy, if you want to wear the crown, you must bear its weight. Since 

you have inherited my orthodoxy, you can no longer be willful. People from the Ten Thousand Fire 

Realm followed me to fight everywhere and sacrificed a lot. We You can't let them down." 

 

Ji Siqing said: "But... I, I don't want to go to Wuwu Time and Space so soon, I want to go later, at least, I 

want to wait for Ye Chen to come with me!" 

 

At the end, Ji Siqing stared at Ye Chen, full of love and reluctance. 

 

She doesn't resist going to No Time and Space, but not now, she wants to be with Ye Chen. 

 

Su Nishang sighed, and said: "In this world, people are always involuntary. I thought you would 

understand if you inherited my orthodoxy, but unfortunately, your obsession is still too deep." 

 

"Well, I'll give you three months to think about it. If you still refuse to go to the Ten Thousand Fire 

Realm, then take off the crown on your head, and I'll look for another successor. If you still want to wear 

the crown, you must How about going to the Ten Thousand Fire Realm and accepting worship and 

offerings from believers?" 

 

Listening to Su Nishang's words, Ji Siqing fell silent. 

 

She could clearly feel the power of Vulcan's orthodoxy. 

 

But at the same time, she could also feel that it was not easy to wear the weight of the crown on her 

head firmly. 

 



Rumble! 

 

At this moment, there was a shock in the sky of the Star-Moon Realm. 

 

The void split open, and a mysterious crack in space appeared like an eye. 

 

Then, from the gap in the space, more than a dozen figures came down, surrounded by the breath of 

flames, and all kinds of mysterious laws shone, all of which came from the powerhouse without time 

and space. 

 

"The envoy from the Myriad Fire Realm has arrived." 

 

Su Nishang said. 

 

It turned out that those dozens of figures were the envoys of the Myriad Fire Realm. 

 

The dozen or so envoys descended, and seeing Su Nishang's frail appearance, and seeing Ji Siqing 

wearing the crown, they couldn't help being surprised. 

 

"Subordinates see Vulcan Tianzun!" 

 

The dozen or so envoys all knelt in front of Su Nishang. 

 

An envoy said: "This subordinate deserves to die, Vulcan Tianzun, you were trapped in the fire, and our 

Ten Thousand Fire Realm actually wanted to rescue you, but unfortunately we couldn't find your 

coordinates." 

 

In this world, there are billions of times and spaces, and even the emperor of heaven and the gods 

cannot see them all. 

 



There are tens of thousands of barriers between time and space and the real world. If Ren Feifei wants 

to communicate with Ye Chen, he needs to rely on the Tianjun Fengshen Tablet as a beacon. 

 

The people in the Ten Thousand Fire Realm actually wanted to save Su Nishang, but unfortunately, they 

couldn't catch Su Nishang's location in the vast sea of time and space. 

 

Su Nishang said: "It's okay, I don't blame you, the past is over, now I am no longer the Vulcan, and Miss 

Siqing is the real Vulcan." After finishing speaking, she pointed to Ji Siqing. 
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The eyes of all the envoys looked at Ji Siqing in unison, with reverence in their eyes. 

 

After all, Ji Siqing is the heir appointed by Su Nishang himself, so there must be something special about 

him, and they dare not neglect him. 

 

From Ji Siqing, they glimpsed a terrifying potential, which even surpassed the authority of Vulcan itself. 

 

That is the power of fate! 

 

An envoy said to Ji Siqing: "Miss Siqing, congratulations for inheriting the Vulcan lineage, please follow 

us to Wuwu Time and Space, we are all loyal believers of Vulcan, we will hold a coronation ceremony for 

you, you will be crowned and become the A real Vulcan." 

 

Ji Siqing frowned lightly, hesitated to speak, and said, "But..." 

 

Su Nishang said: "Forget it, Miss Siqing still doesn't want to go to No Time and Space." 

 

The envoys were taken aback and panicked: "Vulcan Tianzun, are you going to abandon us?" 

 



Su Nishang shook her head and said, "No, Miss Siqing said, she still has to think about it, you guys can 

come back in three months." 

 

The envoys looked at each other in blank dismay, unexpectedly there would be such twists and turns. 

 

An envoy said to Ji Siqing: "Miss Siqing, are you afraid that my belief in the Ten Thousand Fire Realm is 

not strong enough? We are the most loyal Vulcan believers. Since you have inherited the authority of 

Vulcan, we will worship you devoutly. If you don't believe , we are even willing to sacrifice our lives, and 

at your coronation ceremony, it is also okay to sacrifice a living person." 

 

Ji Siqing hurriedly said: "No, it's just...well, in short, give me some time to think about it, at most three 

months, and I will give you an accurate answer." 

 

Seeing that Ji Siqing refused to go with them, the envoys were a little embarrassed, and looked at Ye 

Chen, as if they understood something. 

 

The messenger said: "Lord of reincarnation, what do you think?" 

 

Ye Chen said: "I respect Siqing's opinion, everyone please come back in three months." 

 

The envoys had no choice but to say, "Okay, let's wait another three months. If we want to wear the 

crown, we must bear its weight. Miss Siqing, Lord of Reincarnation, I hope you can understand that we 

don't want to be abandoned." 

 

There was deep panic and humility in the voices of the messengers. 

 

They have paid too much and don't want to be abandoned by the gods. 

 

Ye Chen could also feel their strong belief. 

 

They need a master, a god, Su Nishang in the past, Ji Siqing now. 

 



If they are abandoned, they will be completely cooled down even if they are not turned into hatred. 

 

Ye Chen remembered the words of the Rock God Tianzun, whoever believes in something must ask for 

something. 

 

Therefore, Ye Chen can also understand the feelings of the believers in the Myriad Fire Realm. 

 

They don't want to be forgotten, let alone abandoned. 

 

At that moment, Ye Chen set up a banquet in the hall of Aoshi Tiangong, entertained the envoys with 

delicious food and drinks, and then sent them away. 

 

After sending off the envoys, Ye Chen remembered about the Nine Gods Record and asked Su Nishang: 

 

"Miss Su, I wonder if you have heard of the Nine Gods Record?" 

 

Hearing Ye Chen's question, Su Nishang had a sudden insight and said, "Ye Chen, do you want to find out 

the whereabouts of Jiushenlu?" 

 

Ye Chen said: "Exactly." 

 

Su Nishang shook his head and said: "The karma of the Nine Gods Record is too long and too bloody. In 

order to compete for the Nine Gods Record, our nine gods fought very fiercely and brought me great 

pain." 

 

"Because that memory is too painful, I have chosen to forget it." 

 

"I don't know the whereabouts of the Nine Gods Record. Siqing has inherited all my orthodoxy. Ask her 

to see if she can remember it?" 

 

Having said that, he looked at Ji Siqing. 



 

Ji Siqing was taken aback, pondered for a while, and said, "Nine Gods Record? This part of the memory 

seems to have been worn out. I can only infer that the final whereabouts of Nine Gods Record seems to 

be related to a place called Dark Wasteland." 

 

Ye Chen's heart was shocked, and he said, "Is the Nine Gods recorded in the dark wasteland?" 

 

Ren Feifei and Buddha also said that in the dark wasteland, there seems to be the karma of the Nine 

Gods Records, but they scanned the entire dark wasteland, but they did not capture any valuable clues. 

 

The only clue is the dandelion seeds. 

 

Now, Ji Siqing also mentioned the Dark Wasteland, which naturally made Ye Chen nervous. 

 

Ji Siqing said: "I'm not sure, it's just that there is a cause and effect. By the way, Ye Chen, don't you have 

a secret seed? As long as you catalyze it, you may be able to unlock the secret behind it." 

 

Ye Chen smiled wryly, and said: "If this kind of seed wants to be catalyzed, it will take some time, so 

there is no rush." 

 

Ji Siqing thought for a while, and said: "If it is too troublesome to catalyze the seeds, I have just inherited 

the power of Vulcan. Maybe I can use the sky fire to burn the seeds directly, extract the secrets, and use 

strong means to decipher directly, but it may make people You suffer a little." 

 

"After all, your breath has penetrated into that seed." 

 

Ye Chen said: "If it can be deciphered directly, then it would be great, a little pain is not a problem." 

 

Ji Siqing's cheeks flushed suddenly again, and said, "Well, that's good, you come with me." 

 

After finishing speaking, he wanted to call Ye Chen out. 



 

Ye Chen nodded, and then headed outside with Ji Siqing. 

 

Fairy Yuehun said: "Ye Chen, my sister's orthodoxy has been passed on to Miss Siqing, you must not be 

ungrateful, my sister and I will be yours from now on." 

 

Ye Chen said: "Two girls, please rest assured, I will take good care of you in the future." 

 

After finishing speaking, Ye Chen and Ji Siqing left the hall. 

 

Ji Siqing pulled Ye Chen back to his room. 

 

It turns out that the way she burns the seeds and extracts the secrets requires in-depth integration with 

Ye Chen, which is rather shameful. Naturally, she cannot reveal it in front of outsiders. 

 

After the two deeply blended, Ye Chen felt that there was a hot flame force flowing into his dantian. 

 

In the dantian, the seed was completely burnt, and the secret hidden in it was revealed. 

 

Ye Chen felt a pain in his dantian, but luckily he was still within the tolerance range. 

 

The secret was revealed, and a dandelion totem first appeared in front of Ye Chen and Ji Siqing. 

 

Dandelion is a symbol of freedom and a totem of Fengshen Tianzun. 

 

"The whereabouts of Jiushenlu may be related to Fengshen Tianzun." 

 

Ji Siqing said in a low voice. 

 



The totem disappeared, and then, one after another, ancient pictures appeared one after another. 

 

In the picture, Ye Chen saw a shocking battle. 

 

The place of the battle was in the dark wasteland. 

 

In fact, Ye Chen had vaguely glimpsed this battle when he was in the dark wasteland before, but because 

of the long time, many pictures were worn out, and he couldn't see clearly. 

 

But now, what was presented in front of his eyes was an intact picture. 

 

In the picture, there are tens of thousands of people fighting. The people who participated in the battle 

all have the same emblem printed on their clothes, and even the blood aura emanating from their 

bodies is the same, obviously from the same family. 
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But now, these people of the same clan are fighting to the death, and the fighting is very tragic. Every 

moment, someone dies, and blood dyes the entire dark wasteland red. 

 

At the very center of the battle are two young men. 

 

These two young men are both rich and handsome, with a dignified appearance and a face of 

righteousness. 

 

Among the two, one uses wind spells, and the other uses space magic powers. Both of them are big 

figures at the level of the emperor and god. When the supernatural powers collide, an earth-shattering 

noise erupts, but the range of the explosion is controlled within a square inch. No one else was hurt. 

 

It can be seen that their cultivation has reached the point where they can be retracted freely. 



 

The collision of supernatural powers in this square inch is enough to cause the universe to collapse, the 

starry sky to disappear, and the terrifying hurricane, wings, divine light, and space law to collide 

continuously, making the sky dark and dark. 

 

Above the heads of the two of them, there was a heavenly book floating. 

 

That heavenly book was filled with a vast and boundless aura, and its energy was extremely majestic. 

Compared with the power of these two heavenly emperors and gods, it was much more terrifying and 

boundless. 

 

"This is... the Apocalypse of the Nine Gods!?" 

 

When Ye Chen saw the heavenly book, he immediately caught the heavenly secret, knowing that it was 

the legendary Nine Gods Record. 

 

Under the heavenly book, the two heavenly emperors and gods wanted to fight for the Nine Gods 

Record, but unfortunately they couldn't get it without killing each other. 

 

Ye Chen recognized one of the two gods and gods, the young man who used the wind spell, was the 

legendary Fengshen Tianzun! 

 

Ye Chen's magical power of wings of freedom comes from Fengshen Tianzun, which represents 

Fengshen Tianzun's desire for freedom. 

 

When Fengshen Tianzun was fighting fiercely, dandelions bloomed all over his body, fluttering with the 

wind, quite magnificent. 

 

But these dandelion phenomena, every time they appeared, were crushed into dust by his opponent's 

space law. 

 

"Oh, it's Fengshen Tianzun, and Lingkong Tianzun!" 



 

Ji Siqing looked at the scene of the fierce battle, but recognized it, and exclaimed. 

 

Ye Chen said: "Who is the Heavenly Lord of the Sky?" 

 

He saw that Tianzun Lingkong was able to compete with Tianzun Fengshen, so he was very powerful. 

 

Ji Siqing said: "Lingkong Tianzun is the elder brother of Fengshen Tianzun. They come from the same 

family, and they are both members of a family without time and space." 

 

Ji Siqing inherited Su Nishang's orthodoxy, so he knows all the secrets of Wuwu Time and Space like the 

back of his hand. 

 

When she saw the scene of this fierce battle, she recognized it. 

 

Ye Chen said: "The Wuque family?" 

 

Ji Siqing said: "Yes, in Wuwu time and space, the Wuque family used to be a top-level big family with 

Wuque source body." 

 

"The impeccable source body is a type of extraordinary source body. People who possess this type of 

source body will have a flawless body. When absorbing the aura of heaven and earth, there will be no 

leakage at all, and it can be perfectly absorbed and refined." 

 

"Therefore, those who have no lack of source body can practice very fast. Fengshen Tianzun began to 

practice at the age of six, and became the main god of the emperor in less than 100,000 years." 

 

One hundred thousand years, if it is for ordinary people, is naturally extremely long, but for the strong 

who have no time and space, it is just a short thought, a flick of a finger. 

 



In a mere 100,000 years, he has cultivated into the Lord God of the Heavenly Emperor. The physical 

talent of this Fengshen Tianzun can only be described as terrifying. Even in the Wuque family, he must 

be a top arrogant. 

 

Looking at the scene of Fengshen Tianzun fighting fiercely with Lingkong Tianzun, Ji Siqing's eyes 

flickered slightly, as if old memories were being revived, and said: 

 

"I remember, when the Nine Gods Supreme competed for the Apocalypse of the Nine Gods, finally the 

Fengshen Tianzun, relying on the power of the family, successfully won it." 

 

Among the Nine Gods, the power behind Fengshen is the greatest. Because all of the Wuque family 

possesses the Wuque source body, all of them are geniuses in cultivation. The strong are like clouds, and 

there are countless masters, providing full support for Fengshen. 

 

In terms of individual combat power, Fengshen is not comparable to Yanshen, but in terms of the 

background of the forces behind it, even Yanshen Tianzun cannot compare with Fengshen. 

 

In the end, it was a matter of course that the Apocalypse of the Nine Gods fell into the hands of 

Fengshen Tianzun. 

 

"Originally, Fengshen Tianzun got the record of the Nine Gods, and he will become the strongest of the 

Nine Gods, but unfortunately, at this time, an accident happened." 

 

Ji Siqing lowered her head in thought, frowning tightly. There are many ancient memories in her mind, 

which belong to Su Nishang, and are now passed down to her. 

 

Many of these memories have been worn out, and now they are gradually recovering, which makes her 

head ache. 

 

However, she knew that behind these memories, there was a major cause and effect, which was very 

important to Ye Chen, so she still endured the pain and tried hard to remember. 

 

"What accident?" 



 

Ye Chen also became inexplicably nervous and asked. 

 

Ji Siqing pondered for a while, and said, "It seems that his brother's daughter died." 

 

"His elder brother is the Heavenly Lord of the Sky, and he is also a god of the emperor. He is proficient in 

the art of space. This person is very powerful. His space art is even higher than that of the blood of 

Taiyu." 

 

"In the Wuque family, he and Fengshen Tianzun are the two most dazzling stars. Both of them have 

countless followers, and Lingkong Tianzun can faintly become the tenth god." 

 

"Back then, when the Nine Gods were competing for the Nine Gods Record, the Lingkong Tianzun 

devoted all his energy to supporting Fengshen. He even sent his two daughters to the battlefield." 

 

"But after the battle, his youngest daughter fell into darkness and disappeared, and the eldest daughter 

died in battle." 

 

"His daughter is dead, all timelines have been obliterated, and he cannot be resurrected. He wants to 

ask Fengshen Tianzun to use the power of Jiushenlu to resurrect his daughter." 
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"But Fengshen Tianzun refused, and the two brothers turned against each other, and the killing broke 

out." 

 

Ye Chen listened to Ji Siqing's words, looked at the battle scene in front of him, and was secretly 

shocked. 

 

Fengshen Tianzun and Lingkong Tianzun, for the sake of Jiushenlu, brothers killed each other, and 

neither one would give in. 



 

Fengshen Tianzun wants to rely on Jiushenlu to gain real freedom and freedom, and become the 

strongest of Jiushen. 

 

But Ling Kong Tianzun wanted to use the Nine Gods Record to resurrect his daughter, the two sides 

fought fiercely, and the entire Wuque family was also implicated in a civil war. 

 

The battlefield of the civil war is in this dark wasteland. 

 

The fierce battle scenes kept passing before Ye Chen's eyes. 

 

In the end, the battle was over, and because Fengshen Tianzun was one of the nine gods, his luck was 

slightly better, and he defeated Lingkong Tianzun at the cost of serious injuries. 

 

"Zhuang Xiaoyao, it was you who won, but I won't die today, and I will seek revenge from you sooner or 

later!" 

 

Ling Kong Tianzun was furious, all his subordinates were dead, and he was the only one left. 

 

Half of his body was cut off by the hurricane, bleeding profusely. If Fengshen Tianzun was only seriously 

injured, then he was already dying and lost all his fighting power. 

 

With incomparable resentment and grief, he turned around and fled away. 

 

Even though Fengshen was wounded, he couldn't catch up. 

 

He finally got the Nine Gods Record. He was holding the Nine Gods Record, but an extremely bitter smile 

appeared on the corner of his mouth. His appearance was aging at a speed visible to the naked eye. His 

hair turned white for a moment, and wrinkles appeared on his face. 

 



In the end, he became a stooped old man, like a dying man, trembling with the Nine Gods Record in his 

arms, curled up in a corner of the dark wasteland, his body gradually submerged by the wind and sand 

and dandelions. 

 

When the picture reaches here, it completely dissipates. 

 

Ye Chen and Ji Siqing looked at each other, both feeling shocked. 

 

Ji Siqing said: "The dark wilderness was originally in the infinite time and space, but the great war back 

then should have caused this land to fall into the outer sky." 

 

Ye Chen said: "Yes, Fengshen Tianzun and Nine Gods Record may still be in the dark wasteland, but 

because the time is too long and the sky is dusty, even the extraordinary seniors and Sakyamuni Buddha 

have never captured the slightest trace." 

 

Ji Siqing said: "Now that we have insight into the secrets of heaven, we may be able to catch clues!" 

 

Ye Chen focused his eyes, and said: "That's right, Siqing, then I'll go to the Dark Wasteland again." 

 

Ji Siqing held his hand and said, "I'll go too." 

 

Ye Chen shook his head and said, "No need, you stay here and slowly comprehend the Taoism of Vulcan. 

I can go alone." 

 

Ji Siqing said: "Okay, then be careful, it's not that simple to get the Nine Gods Record." 

 

Back then, the Nine Gods Supreme paid a heavy price in order to compete for the Nine Gods Record. 

 

The value of these Nine Gods Records is not trivial. 

 

It is not easy for Ye Chen to seize it. 



 

However, in order to fight against the dark catastrophe in the future, Ye Chen must obtain the Nine 

Gods Record. 

 

Now, he has confirmed that there is indeed a clue to the Nine Gods Record in the dark wasteland, so he 

will not miss it. 

 

At that moment, Ye Chen bid farewell to Ji Siqing, left the Star-Moon Realm, locked the coordinates of 

the Dark Wasteland, and left through the sky again. 

 

Crash! 

 

The space was broken, and in the next moment, Ye Chen returned to the dark wasteland. 

 

The dark wasteland is still shrouded in darkness, only the humming of the wind, and no breath of life can 

be felt. 

 

The creatures that used to exist in this land were completely extinct because of the battle between 

Fengshen Tianzun and Lingkong Tianzun. 

 

Ye Chen stepped on the land of the dark wasteland, walking forward step by step. 

 

Returning to the dark wasteland this time, he clearly felt a strange change between the sky and the 

earth. He could faintly see that there were traces of sky floating in the void. 

 

That is the trace left by the past years. 

 

Ye Chen couldn't see these traces before, but now that he has deciphered the secret, he can clearly see 

them. 

 



He was quite nervous, and he walked forward step by step, and gradually came to the depths of the dark 

wasteland. A few dandelions floated in the wind, but those dandelions were black, as if they had fallen 

into the darkness, appearing extremely mysterious. 

 

"Lord of Reincarnation, you are here." 

 

At this moment, Ye Chen suddenly heard a steady old voice, reaching his ears. 

 

"who?" 

 

Ye Chen's heart tightened, and he looked around, but there was no one there. 

 

Sensing and capturing carefully, I didn't find any breath. 

 

"Is it Senior Fengshen?" 

 

Ye Chen asked. 

 

"It's me, you deciphered the secret seed I left behind, maybe it's the destined person I want to find, are 

you interested in getting together?" 

 

The old voice of Fengshen Tianzun came again, but Ye Chen still couldn't see anyone. 

 

"Senior Fengshen, where are you?" 

 

Ye Chen looked around, but saw that the sky and the earth were empty, not even a bug or ant. He 

couldn't feel the slightest breath of life, let alone the existence of Fengshen Tianzun. 

 

"I'm in the dark wasteland, but in another dimension." 

 



Fengshen Tianzun said indifferently. 

 

"Another dimension?" 

 

Ye Chen frowned, and secretly circulated the power of Taiyu's blood, and observed the world again, and 

indeed saw some twisted silk threads, which were the patterns of space. 

 

These spatially distorted threads are very secretive, and even powerful people like Ren Feifan and 

Buddha cannot easily detect them. 

 

Ye Chen has the blood of Taiyu and has a keen sense of space attributes, so he managed to capture it. 

 

"See? Come in." 

 

Fengshen Tianzun said. 

 

"yes!" 

 

Ye Chen strode forward, relying on the power of Taiyu's blood, his body passed through those twisted 

silk threads, as if passing through a crack in space. 

 

Crash! 

 

In the next moment, Ye Chen came to another space. 

 

This layer of space is also in the dark wasteland, but it is hidden in the folds of space, and ordinary 

people can't find it at all. 

 

This is a dark space, there are space chaotic blades howling everywhere, and the space chaotic blades 

form a storm, blowing and killing in all directions, enough to cut people into pieces. 



 

As soon as Ye Chen stepped in, he was immediately slashed by countless space chaos blades. 

 

"Divine Sword and Thunder Control Technique!" 

 

Ye Chen reacted quickly and did not panic. He immediately cast the divine sword Yu Lei Jue, and 

lightning flying swords jumped all over his body, buzzing and spinning around him. 

 

Those space chaotic blades that were slashed were all blocked by Ye Chen's lightning flying sword, and 

did not hurt him. 

 

"Swordsmanship is good, come here." 

 

The voice of Fengshen Tianzun came from the depths of this space. 

 

"yes." 

 

Ye Chen responded, and proceeded cautiously. 

 

Roar! 

 

Halfway through the walk, a huge animal roar came from the side, almost piercing Ye Chen's eardrums. 

 

I saw a gigantic beast, dark and mysterious, shaped like a giant mammoth, slamming towards Ye Chen 

fiercely with earth-shaking steps. 

 

Ye Chen was taken aback, subconsciously dodging sideways. 

 

Fengshen Tianzun said: "Be careful, it is a monster that breeds in darkness." 
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"This space is transformed by the law of space left by my elder brother Ling Kong Tianzun back then. It 

has already been stained by darkness, and many monsters are rampant." 

 

"However, I think, Lord of Reincarnation, your cultivation is as high as the sky, and these monsters 

should not be able to harm you." 

 

While Fengshen Tianzun was speaking, the giant mammoth roared and rushed towards Ye Chen. 

 

"Inch strength, open the sky!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes were fixed, and now he came back to his senses, without any fear, he immediately 

punched out. 

 

boom! 

 

When Ye Chen's fist hit the giant mammoth, the violent punch exploded, shattering the giant mammoth 

on the spot. 

 

"Very good, your martial arts are indeed powerful." 

 

"Perhaps, you can rescue those powerful avatars in your magic weapon." 

 

When Fengshen Tianzun saw Ye Chen's strong appearance, he praised him. 

 

"Senior Fengshen, do you know my magic weapon?" 

 



Ye Chen's heart trembled, he was very surprised, this magic weapon must refer to the cemetery of 

reincarnation, how could Fengshen Tianzun know. 

 

Fengshen Tianzun said: "Well, yes, I have caught a little bit of the secret. In your magic weapon, there 

are actually a few powerful people who are imprisoned here. Since you are here, you'd better rescue 

them yourself. My old man Bones, I'm too lazy to do it." 

 

Ye Chen was taken aback, and said, "How many great experts in the cemetery of reincarnation are 

imprisoned here? It's impossible!" 

 

There are hundreds of powers in the cemetery of reincarnation, some of them were once imprisoned by 

Xuanyuan Moxie and Xuan Jiyue, some of them were rescued by Ye Chen, but there are still many 

powers that he has not rescued, and even a large part of powers cannot be mobilized. . 

 

The cemetery of reincarnation is too mysterious. Although the effect on him now is not as earth-

shattering as in China, it is also related to great cause and effect. 

 

He can be sure that even if those powerful beings are imprisoned, they cannot be imprisoned here. 

 

Fengshen Tianzun chuckled, and said: "Graveyard? Reincarnation? This name is not bad. In fact, they 

were not there at first, but the past timeline was modified, which led to a change in reality. The 

hundreds of great powers in your reincarnation cemetery , and several real bodies appeared here." 

 

Ye Chen was taken aback for a moment, and said, "This...what the hell is going on?" 

 

Fengshen Tianzun said: "It's because of Ren Feifei." 

 

"Ren Feifei modified the past. He thought about saving the real bodies of many reincarnation powers, 

but he failed. It seems that there is some kind of law restriction. Even the reincarnation book cannot be 

changed, which led to his failure." 

 

"He failed to modify the past, but he also touched the reality." 

 



"You have to know that nothing in this world exists in isolation, and it affects the whole body." 

 

"Ren Feifei's actions to revise the past have already confused many causes and effects in reality. The real 

bodies of many reincarnated powers and the places where they were imprisoned have all changed and 

are scattered all over the world. It is possible that even Ren Feifei himself will not return. Didn't notice 

it." 

 

Ye Chen's heart was shocked, his face was dull, and he couldn't recover. 

 

Many great powers in the reincarnation cemetery, the real body may be imprisoned in several key 

places, but as Ren Feifei modifies the past, it touches the reality, causing cause and effect confusion. 

 

Many powerful real bodies of reincarnation were scattered and exiled to all parts of the heavens. 

 

In this space, there are several avatars who are powerful in reincarnation. 

 

After listening to Fengshen Tianzun's words, Ye Chen captured it carefully, and indeed he could feel that 

there were wisps of familiar aura in the dark, which was the aura of the power of the cemetery of 

reincarnation. 

 

Their true bodies were indeed imprisoned here! 

 

Fengshen Tianzun said: "With your current strength, if you want to save the power imprisoned here, you 

can just raise your hand. Come here first. I have something that I want to talk to you about." 

 

Ye Chen said: "Yes!" 

 

He locked the direction of Fengshen Tianzun's voice, and flew away quickly. 

 

Along the way, Ye Chen encountered several dark monsters, but relying on his strong strength, he easily 

defeated them all. 

 



However, the closer he got to Fengshen Tianzun, the more he felt that the surrounding space was 

turbulent and became raging. 

 

Under such raging space turbulence, Ye Chen's Divine Sword Yu Lei Jue was a little bit irresistible. 

 

"Fly over with the wings of freedom, and let me see how powerful you are." 

 

Fengshen Tianzun said through sound transmission. 

 

The Wings of Freedom is a supernatural power created by him, representing the pursuit and desire for 

freedom, and it is also the strongest supernatural power of the wind system. 

 

"yes!" 

 

"Lingfeng Shenmai, Wings of Liberty, open!" 

 

Ye Chen took a deep breath, using Lingfeng's divine pulse to urge the wings of freedom. 

 

In an instant, the air around him exploded, and the violent hurricane surged, forming a pair of silver-

white wings behind him, covered with thousands of mysterious runes, and the traces of the wind carried 

ancient chants. 

 

Under the urging of Lingfeng's divine vein, Ye Chen's wings of freedom unfolded at this moment are very 

magnificent. 

 

Boom boom boom! 

 

The violent wind surrounded Ye Chen's body, even more violent than the turbulent flow in the 

surrounding space. 

 



Those raging spatial turbulence were crushed by the hurricane around Ye Chen before they even got 

close to Ye Chen's body. 

 

stop! 

 

With a flap of his wings, Ye Chen flew out like a meteor, directly crushing the void in front of him, 

crushing all the turbulent flow in space, as mighty and domineering as a god. 

 

In an instant, Ye Chen passed through this turbulent space and came to a special space area. 

 

This space area cannot be described with realistic words, everything presents a dreamlike posture, only 

the dandelions floating in the space can let Ye Chen see a little trace of reality. 
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"Very good, Lord of Reincarnation, you have the blood of reincarnation, and your Wings of Liberty's 

supernatural power is even stronger than mine." 

 

The space was distorted, and a thin old man appeared in front of Ye Chen. 

 

This old man is already so emaciated that he is only half the height of Ye Chen, his waist is almost bent 

to the ground, his back is very hunchbacked, his face is wrinkled and wrinkled, and his wrinkled face is 

almost dragging to the ground, looking very scary. His eyes were also cloudy. 

 

"Senior Fengshen!" 

 

Ye Chen was taken aback in his heart, knowing that this old man was the former Fengshen Tianzun, and 

it was embarrassing that he was so old after years of wear and tear. 

 

"My appearance doesn't scare you, does it?" 



 

Fengshen Tianzun laughed, his laughter was clear and clear, and his voice was very calm and powerful, 

which did not match his stooped appearance. 

 

Ye Chen hurriedly said: "No, no." 

 

Fengshen Tianzun sighed and said, "It was the ancient god Tuodi who harmed me." 

 

Ye Chen was taken aback, and said, "What?" 

 

Fengshen Tianzun said: "Well, anyway, he harmed me. I asked you to come here, but I actually wanted 

you to avenge me." 

 

Ye Chen said: "Revenge?" 

 

Fengshen Tianzun said: "Yes, if I don't avenge this revenge, I won't die in peace!" His voice was full of 

resentment, and even the years passed, the hatred has not weakened in the slightest. 

 

After a pause, the Fengshen Tianzun sacrificed another bead, saying: "This Fengshen bead contains my 

lifelong cultivation and comprehension, the profound meaning of laws, supernatural powers and so on." 

 

"Whoever can refine this Fengshen Orb will become a new Fengshen." 

 

"My era has passed, you came just in time, you can help me take this Fengshen Orb out and cultivate a 

new Fengshen." 

 

Ye Chen's heart moved slightly. Seeing that the word "wind" was imprinted in the bead, there was an 

ancient law secreted out, and the value must be very important, so he asked: 

 

"Senior Fengshen, have you selected your successor yet?" 

 



Fengshen Tianzun chuckled and said, "Lord of Reincarnation, I originally wanted you to be the new 

Fengshen, but when you think about it carefully, your reincarnation bloodline has infinite potential, and 

letting you inherit my power would be an insult to you." 

 

Ye Chen said: "Don't dare." 

 

Fengshen Tianzun said: "Hehe, I don't dare to overstep. I see that in your reincarnation camp, there is a 

girl named Ye Luoer who is very talented. She may be able to refine this Fengshen Orb, inherit my 

Taoism, and become a new Fengshen." 

 

Ye Chen said: "Senior, did you take a fancy to Luo Er?" 

 

Fengshen Tianzun smiled and said: "I have taken a fancy to you, as long as it is someone around you, it is 

fine." 

 

Ye Chen was overjoyed, thinking that Ye Luoer would get the Fengshen Orb and become the new 

Fengshen, then the power of his reincarnation camp would be greatly improved. 

 

"Thank you, Senior Fengshen!" 

 

Ye Chen bowed to thank him. 

 

Fengshen Tianzun smiled and said: "You took my Fengshen Orb, you have to find a way to avenge me 

and help me kill Ancient God Tuodi." 

 

His Fengshen Orb is so precious, and it contains all the power of Fengshen's authority, so naturally he 

will not hand it over for nothing. 

 

If Ye Chen takes it, he will have to avenge him in the future. 

 

"That's natural, senior, please rest assured, the ancient god Natuo is also my old enemy!" 

 



Ye Chen readily agreed, after all, Ancient God Tuo Di was also his enemy. 

 

Fengshen Tianzun was overjoyed, and said: "Very good, with the promise of reincarnation, then I can 

rest assured that my life is running out, and after a million years at most, wear and tear will accumulate, 

and I will die." 

 

"I hope that in these million years, I can see the destruction of the ancient god Tuodi." 

 

The time of a million years sounds very long, but in fact, it is extremely short for a powerhouse without 

time and space. 

 

Especially for the Lord God of the level of Fengshen Tianzun, a million years is just a blink of an eye. 

 

They calculate time, often in terms of cosmic years. 

 

In a cosmic year, it takes hundreds of millions of years from the birth of a star to its death, just a few 

million years. Under the scale of the universe, under the scale of nothing, under the scale of the 

emperor and god, it is too short and too short . 

 

Fengshen Tianzun only has a million years of life left, so it can be said that he is dying. 

 

Ye Chen said: "Senior, you will not die. If you give me a million years, I am confident that I will reach the 

ultimate reincarnation and rule the supreme law of life and death. I said you will not die, and you will 

not die." 

 

Fengshen Tianzun shook his head, chuckled, noncommittal, and said, "Forget it, let's not talk about that, 

I'll give you this Fengshen Orb, and you can go." 

 

"Those reincarnation powers, you have to save them yourself." 

 

He handed the Fengshen Orb in his hand to Ye Chen, and then wanted to send Ye Chen out and continue 

to rest by himself. 



 

His life is running out, and he doesn't want to make any more troubles. 

 

Ye Chen remembered the Nine Gods Record, and quickly asked: "Senior, wait a minute, you should know 

my reason for coming, is the Nine Gods Record in your hands?" 

 

Fengshen Tianzun's expression changed, and he said, "What do you want the Nine Gods Record for?" 

 

Ye Chen said: "Fight against the dark catastrophe that may come in the future." 

 

Fengshen Tianzun pondered slightly, and said: "Is the darkness cataclysmic? Indeed, there is no limit to 

the rules of time and space and the real world, and it is getting weaker and weaker. The energy of 

darkness may indeed pour down." 

 

"Moreover, the cultivation system in the real world should be broken." 

 

"Originally, the peak of martial arts in this world is the Immortal Emperor." 

 

"However, as the rules are broken, there should be characters beyond the Immortal Emperor in the near 

future." 

 

"The realm above the Immortal Emperor is the Divine Dao Realm, which is the first step in the 

cultivation of Wuwu Time and Space." 

 

"People who step into the realm of the divine way are called true gods, that is, real gods, but they are 

also called lower gods, because there are many more powerful gods above them." 

 

Ye Chen murmured: "Shen Dao Realm, True God, Lower God..." 

 

This is the first time he has heard of the secrets of the Wuwu time-space cultivation system. 

 



These secrets, even Ren Feifei did not tell him in detail, because it involves the law of the great way, if it 

is revealed indiscriminately, it is easy to cause unexpected disasters. 

 

However, the place where Ye Chen and Fengshen Tianzun are located is a very special different-

dimensional space. Even if the secrets of the heavens are leaked, there is no need to worry about 

natural disasters. 

 

Fengshen Tianzun said: "The Nine Gods Record is not in my hands, so I can't give it to you. If you want to 

fight against the dark catastrophe in the future, then practice as soon as possible to improve your 

strength." 
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"As long as your strength can reach the realm of the gods and become a true god, you have enough 

qualifications to clear up the darkness and protect reality, and you don't need to rely on the Nine Gods 

Record." 

 

Ye Chen was stunned and said, "No way, senior, this...it's impossible." 

 

Ye Chen's martial arts background is extremely strong, which makes him want to practice and break 

through, which is thousands of times more difficult than ordinary people. 

 

However, once he breaks through, his strength will become very terrifying. 

 

Currently, Ye Chen's cultivation is at the peak of the sixth level of the Sky Profound Realm, and he 

already has the qualifications to rebel against the Immortal Emperor. 

 

If he had the cultivation base of the Divine Dao Realm, he might be able to separate one side in the 

infinite time and space. 

 

But it was too difficult for him to advance to the Divine Dao Realm. 



 

The current Ye Chen is only in the Profound Sky Realm, and there is a Boundless Realm in the middle. 

 

If he wants to become a true god, I am afraid that the resources of the entire real world will be 

consumed, and it is impossible for him to break through. 

 

If you want to break through, you must go to Wuwu Time and Space. 

 

In other words, it is simply impossible for Fengshen Tianzun to want Ye Chen to step into the realm of 

the divine way, and then fight against the dark catastrophe. 

 

Because by that time, the real world may be overwhelmed by darkness. 

 

Therefore, if you want to fight against the darkness, you must rely on the power of Jiushenlu. 

 

"Senior, didn't you defeat the Lingkong Tianzun and get the Nine Gods Record?" 

 

"I need the power of the Nine Gods Record. I wonder if you can lend me the Nine Gods Record? I can 

give you enough reincarnation blood immediately, so that you can relieve wear and tear and prolong 

your life for hundreds of millions of years." 

 

Ye Chen said. 

 

Now Ye Chen's whole body, the most precious thing is not the source jade, not the throne of thorns, not 

some magic tricks, but his reincarnation blood itself. 

 

His blood essence of reincarnation can be said to be the most precious thing in the heavens, and its 

energy is abundant enough to reverse life and death. 

 

Fengshen Tianzun heard Ye Chen mentioning Lingkong Tianzun, his face sank, his facial features were all 

distorted, as if caught in extremely painful memories, he said coldly: "I said, the Nine Gods Record is not 

in my hands, you go! " 



 

After all, Fengshen Tianzun waved his hand, and an invisible storm directly rolled up Ye Chen's body and 

drove him out. 

 

Crash! 

 

Ye Chen left this special space area and returned to the outside, surrounded by raging space turbulence. 

 

"senior!" 

 

Ye Chen yelled, but he didn't expect Fengshen Tianzun to drive him out. 

 

It seems that Fengshen Tianzun does not want to mention the cause and effect related to the Nine Gods 

Record. It is an extremely painful memory. Brothers kill each other, fight each other in the same room, 

Ye Chen should have touched his sore spot. 

 

Thinking of Fengshen Tianzun's painful and distorted appearance, Ye Chen also felt quite guilty. 

 

"It seems that I was too reckless." 

 

"Nine Gods Record, since it is not in the hands of Fengshen Tianzun, who will it be in?" 

 

Ye Chen lowered his head and pondered, trying to figure out cause and effect, but he couldn't figure out 

anything. 

 

Reluctantly, Ye Chen shook his head, quite disappointed in his heart, and thought again: "There are a 

few reincarnation powers imprisoned here, I have to rescue them quickly." 

 

Ye Chen caught the breath of those reincarnation powers in an instant, locked the coordinates 

immediately, and flew away. 

 



Ye Chen spread out his wings of freedom and flitted through the turbulent flow of space. Countless 

chaotic air currents, hurricanes rolled up by his wings, were smashed into nothingness. 

 

Behind Ye Chen, a long airspeed star trace was pulled out, which was the trace left after the speed 

reached the extreme. 

 

Soon, Ye Chen came to the coordinate land, and saw several familiar figures imprisoned in a space cage. 

 

Those figures were Fairy Scarlet Phoenix, Venerable Fahua, Old Man Xiangou, Immortal Emperor 

Shengguang, Demon God Eternal Night and others. 

 

Their bodies reveal the reality of flesh and blood, without the emptiness of soul. 

 

They are real Mami! 

 

When Ye Chen saw the real bodies of the great powers, he was overjoyed and shocked. 

 

"Their real bodies of these seniors were not originally imprisoned here, but Senior Ren modified the 

past, which caused the reality to have many causes and effects, causing collapse and chaos. These 

seniors also fell here." 

 

Ye Chen thought of Fengshen Tianzun's words, and now that he saw the real bodies of several 

reincarnated powers, he knew that Fengshen's words were correct. 

 

Ren Feifei's revision of the past has indeed caused a lot of confusion, and it is not without cost. 

 

Fairy Scarlet Phoenix, Venerable Fahua, Elder Immortal Gourd, Emperor Shengguang, Demon God of 

Eternal Night and others were imprisoned in a spatial cage. 

 

And outside this space cage, there are huge dark monsters, whose bodies are indescribable, twisted and 

mysterious. 

 



These monsters hummed, stretched out their twisted palms like muddy branches, trying to break 

through the space cage and devour the reincarnation powers inside. 

 

Many reincarnation powers, if they are at their peak state, will naturally not be afraid of the attacks of 

these monsters, but their real bodies have already fallen into weakness, and they are completely unable 

to fight against these monsters. 

 

Fortunately, that space cage, while imprisoning them, also provided them with shelter. 

 

On the space cage, there are law runes, forming a solid blockade. Although they are sealed, they also 

resist the attacks of those dark monsters. 

 

However, under the attack of those dark monsters, the runes on the space cage became weaker and 

weaker, and it would not take long for them to be shattered. 

 

Once the spatial cage is broken, Fairy Scarlet Phoenix, Venerable Fahua and others will be swallowed by 

monsters, and the consequences will be disastrous. 

 

"Seniors!" 

 

Ye Chen yelled loudly, the sound was like thunder, and it shook the space, causing many dark monsters 

to shake their bodies and look back at Ye Chen in unison. 
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In the cage of space, Fairy Scarlet Phoenix, Venerable Fahua and the others heard Ye Chen's voice, 

looked up, and saw Ye Chen's mighty and invincible figure with wings of freedom stretched out, 

hurricane roaring and filial piety. shocked. 

 

"My lord, it's you!" 

 



Fairy Scarlet Phoenix covered her mouth in disbelief, unable to believe her eyes. 

 

Venerable Fahua was also shocked and astonished. He stared at Ye Chen and said, "This kid, why does 

he have the aura of seeing the void on his body? Could it be that his Dharma practice has reached the 

eighth level of the Buddha's scriptures?" gone?" 

 

Elder Immortal Gourd, Immortal Emperor Shengguang, and Eternal Night Demon God were also full of 

surprises. 

 

Seeing Ye Chen coming, they felt completely at ease, knowing that they were saved. 

 

"Seniors, I will rescue you!" 

 

Without saying a word, Ye Chen sacrificed the Myriad Sword God Star, a bright and vast star, rising in 

the void, blooming thousands of sword qi. 

 

Chi Chi Chi! 

 

Tens of thousands of sword qi slashed out, falling like a meteor shower, and slashed towards the dark 

monsters around. 

 

Those dark monsters possessed simple intelligence and could clearly detect the dangerous aura 

emanating from Ye Chen. 

 

When Wanjian Shenxing just appeared and before the sword energy burst out, many monsters 

screamed in terror and fled in all directions. 

 

However, the speed at which they escaped was not as fast as Ye Chen's sword slashing speed. 

 

Puchi, puchi, puchi! 

 



Ye Chen's sword qi slashed through, and immediately wiped out all the dark monsters, turning them into 

primitive black mist and dissipating. 

 

The radiant light of Wanjian God Star also filled this dark space with light. 

 

Then, Ye Chen strode to the space cage and punched out. 

 

"Inch strength, open the sky!" 

 

The violent punch smashed the space cage on the spot, but did not hurt the powerful people imprisoned 

inside. 

 

Ye Chen's strength is very precise. 

 

Fairy Chihuang, Venerable Fahua, Old Man Xianhu and others were overjoyed to be free and free. 

 

"My lord, I really want to thank you. If it wasn't for you, we might all die here." 

 

Fairy Scarlet Phoenix was so excited that she held Ye Chen's hand. 

 

Venerable Fahua said: "Yes, Ye Chen, thank you for coming, we have asked Fengshen Tianzun for help 

before, but unfortunately the old guy said that he was unable to do what he wanted, and he still refused 

to help." 

 

"If you hadn't come, we would have died here." 

 

After a pause, Venerable Fahua stared at Ye Chen, and said in surprise: "You have already killed Mang 

Tianluo?" 

 

Ye Chen said: "Yes." 



 

Venerable Fahua was overjoyed, and said: "Very well, you are indeed invincible. Mang Tianluo is a high-

ranking immortal emperor. I thought it would take a very long time even if you could kill him and avenge 

me. I didn't expect to be able to do so so soon." Do it, great." 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile: "Senior, I'm overwhelmed." 

 

Venerable Fahua asked, "Yes, why did you come here?" 

 

"Also, I want to tell you that Ren Feifei modified the past, causing chaos in the cause and effect of 

reality. We were not imprisoned here, but there was an irresistible terrifying force that exiled us to this 

place. Fortunately, this place It’s not considered a Jedi, otherwise the consequences would be 

unimaginable.” 

 

Ye Chen nodded and said: "I already know about the chaos. I came here for the sake of the Nine Gods 

Record. I don't know if you, the seniors, have you caught any secret cause and effect?" 

 

Fengshen Tianzun didn't want to mention the matter of Nine Gods Record. He met Ye Chen only to pass 

on his Fengshen Orb to ensure the immortality of Taoism, and then ask Ye Chen to take revenge. 

 

As for the Nine Gods Record, he was always unwilling to touch it. 

 

Now, Ye Chen can only pin his hope of the whereabouts of Jiushenlu on the great powers of 

reincarnation, hoping that they will know some valuable clues. 

 

"Nine Gods Record?" 

 

Venerable Fahua frowned slightly, looked at Fairy Scarlet Phoenix, Old Man Xianhu and others, and then 

said in a deep voice: 

 

"Speaking of Nine Gods Records, we did capture some karma, glimpses of the past, take a closer look." 

 



After finishing speaking, Venerable Fahua raised his palm, and wisps of Buddha's light gushed out. 

 

The Buddha's light is intertwined, and it evolves into a picture. 

 

Ye Chen has seen these scenes before, and they are the scenes of Fengshen Tianzun fighting fiercely 

with Lingkong Tianzun. 

 

The two brothers turned against each other and turned into enemies. In the end, Fengshen Tianzun won 

and won the Nine Gods Record. 

 

"I have seen these pictures, but Fengshen Tianzun said that the Nine Gods Record is not in his hands." 

 

Ye Chen said. 

 

Venerable Fahua said: "So you have already read it? Well, we calculated the secret, and indeed found 

out that the Nine Gods Record is not in the hands of Fengshen Tianzun, but in the hands of Lingkong 

Tianzun." 

 

Ye Chen was taken aback, and said: "What's going on, hasn't the Lingkong Tianzun been defeated?" 

 

Venerable Fahua said: "He was defeated, but later, Fengshen Tianzun gave him the Nine Gods Record 

again." 

 

Ye Chen said: "This...what the hell is going on?" 

 

Venerable Fahua pondered, calculated with his fingers, and said, "It's because of the ancient god Tuodi." 

 

Ye Chen said: "Tuodi Ancient God?" 

 

Venerable Fahua said: "Yes, when Lingkong Tianzun wanted Jiushenlu to resurrect his daughter Zhuang 

Xiaoyan, Fengshen Tianzun actually wanted to give it to him, but in the dark, the ancient god Tuodi cast 



a spiritual curse, It distorted the Dao Heart of Fengshen Tianzun, causing him to make mistakes and 

refuse to hand over the Nine Gods Record, and finally the brothers turned against each other, causing a 

catastrophe." 

 

Ye Chen was taken aback, and said: "What kind of spiritual curse is so powerful, it can even distort the 

Dao Heart of the Lord God." 

 

Venerable Fahua said: "It is the sword of decay in the five decay swords of the emperor of heaven. This 

sword is extremely terrifying. It can corrupt people's Taoism and distort people's spirit. It is not only a 

murder sword, but also a heart-killing sword." 

 

Ye Chen said: "Is it necessary to punish the murderer?" 

 

Venerable Fahua said: "Yes, this rotten sword has an effect similar to a spiritual curse. Fengshen Tianzun 

was distorted by the rotten sword, causing him to be cold-blooded and ruthless. He refused to hand 

over the Nine Gods Record, causing brothers to kill each other. , the Wuque family also declined 

because of this.” 

 

Ye Chen was terrified, and said: "This ancient god Tuodi is really insidious, so he is the mastermind 

behind the scenes!" 

 

Venerable Fahua said: "Yes, after defeating Tianzun Lingkong, Tianzun Fengshen woke up instantly and 

knew that he had been tricked, and he felt extremely remorseful." 

 

"Moreover, he was seriously injured in the battle with the Lingkong Tianzun. The ancient god Tuodi will 

send someone to kill him soon, and he will fall soon." 

 

"He knew that he could not avoid falling, so he sent the Nine Gods Record ahead of time and gave it to 

the Lingkong Tianzun." 

 

"The Record of the Nine Gods has just been sent out. Sure enough, the top killer under the ancient god 

Tuo Di is also his disciple, named Ye Han. He will kill him immediately and kill the Fengshen Tianzun." 

 



"Although the Lord God of Heaven has countless timelines, it is difficult to completely perish. Later, 

Fengshen Tianzun recovered, but his Taoist heart has been worn out too much after all. Today, his 

strength is no longer comparable to before." 
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"The era that belongs to him has completely passed." 

 

Ye Chen nodded, thinking of Fengshen Tianzun, who looked like a slumped old man, felt a pang of 

regret. 

 

No wonder Fengshen Tianzun reacted so violently when he mentioned Nine Gods Record. 

 

This record of the Nine Gods caused Fengshen and Tianzun brothers to turn against each other, and 

their family was destroyed. It was really an extremely painful memory for him, and he naturally didn't 

want to face it again. 

 

"That is to say, the Nine Gods Record is actually in the hands of Ling Kong Tianzun?" 

 

Ye Chen's heart moved slightly, and he asked. 

 

Venerable Fahua said: "If our calculation is not wrong, it should be." 

 

These mysteries of the past were originally so long ago that even Ren Feifan and the Buddha couldn't 

see through them. 

 

However, because Venerable Fahua, Fairy Chihuang and others are in the same space as Fengshen 

Tianzun, they can deduce that, relying on the breath of Fengshen Tianzun, they can trace the secrets of 

the past and gain insight into all related matters. secret. 

 



Fairy Chihuang sighed, and said: "Fengshen Tianzun is also a poor person, maybe because he suffered 

too much in the past, now he doesn't want to take action to save us." 

 

Venerable Fahua smiled, and said: "Forget it, anyway, we are out of trouble, so don't blame the old man, 

Master Tomb Master, if you want the Nine Gods Record, you can go to Tianwaitian Piaomiao Peak. 

hermitage." 

 

"In that battle back then, Lingkong Tianzun was injured and dying, and he could no longer gain a 

foothold in Wuwu Time and Space. He has been living in seclusion in Piaomiao Peak since then." 

 

"Tianwaitian, Piaomiao Peak?" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flickered slightly, and he finally got a definite clue, and he became a little excited. 

 

"Yes, is the daughter of Lingkong Tianzun resurrected?" 

 

Ye Chen asked curiously again, wondering if Nine Gods Record really had such a powerful power to bring 

the dead back to life. 

 

You must know that Zhuang Xiaoyan, the daughter of Lingkong Tianzun, was obliterated in the battle for 

the Nine Gods Record. It stands to reason that it is impossible to resurrect. 

 

Venerable Fahua laughed and said: "Who knows, I can't figure out these things, because even Fengshen 

Tianzun doesn't know, and we don't have any clues." 

 

"You can go to Tianwaitian Piaomiao Peak by yourself and try your luck. Maybe you can borrow the Nine 

Gods Record from the Lingkong Tianzun." 

 

Ye Chen said: "Okay, seniors, I will take you out first." 

 

After the agreement was made, Ye Chen left this space with Venerable Fahua, Fairy Chihuang and 

others. 



 

Venerable Fahua and others have been imprisoned for many years, and their bodies are very weak and 

need time to recover. 

 

Ye Chen took them back to the Star-Moon Realm and settled down. 

 

In the future, when these reincarnation powers recover their vitality, they will also be a powerful 

support for the reincarnation camp. 

 

After everything was settled, Ye Chen sent people to look for the whereabouts of the other reincarnated 

powers, and set off in person to the Piaomiao Peak of Tianwaitian, intending to meet the Celestial Lord 

of the Sky and try his luck. 

 

It would be great if I could borrow Nine Gods Record. 

 

Before leaving for Tianwaitian, Ye Chen spread the news through the Tianjun Fengshen Tablet, telling 

the many causes and effects behind the Nine Gods Record, the battle between Fengshen Tianzun and 

Lingkong Tianzun, the ancient god Tuodi, the black hand behind the scenes, etc., etc. Everything was 

passed on to Ren Feifei. 

 

From the real world, to the infinite time and space, the barriers of dimensions, and the dangers, Ye Chen 

is not sure whether Ren Feifei can receive it, he can only try his best to spread the news. 

 

After the interrogation, Ye Chen came to Tianwaitian again, locked on the coordinates of Piaomiao Peak, 

and left through the sky. 

 

The next moment, Ye Chen came to the coordinates of Piaomiao Peak, but looking around, there was 

only void and mist, and there was no sign of any mountain peak. 

 

"Where is Piao Miao Peak?" 

 

Ye Chen looked around, but couldn't see where Piaomiao Peak was. After careful sensing, he found that 

there were layers of special space restrictions in this void. 



 

These space restrictions are very ingeniously arranged, and they are also very secretive, blending with 

the heaven and the earth without leaving any traces. 

 

If it wasn't for Ye Chen's bloodline of Taiyu and his superb cultivation of the law of space, he really 

wouldn't have discovered it. 

 

Layers of space restrictions superimpose on each other, eventually forming layers of void and fog, 

covering the world. 

 

"The Piaomiao Peak must be behind this void and mist!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes narrowed, looking at the emptiness and mist in front of him, but he caught a hint of 

danger. 

 

If you rush into this void and mist rashly, you may get lost in the chaotic space, and you will never be 

able to get out for a lifetime, and you can only be trapped to death alive. 

 

This is the method of Lingkong Tianzun. 

 

The Celestial Lord of the Lingkong is best at the art of space. 

 

Even, his knowledge of space law has surpassed the blood of Taiyu! 

 

Ye Chen took a deep breath, sacrificed the golden seal to protect his body, and the scorching sun star 

was ready to go, and he flew into the fog of the void after being fully prepared. 

 

He knew that breaking in like this would be dangerous. 

 

However, Piaomiao Peak is just behind the mist, even if it is an adventure, he must go to Piaomiao Peak 

to see the Heavenly Lord of the Sky. 



 

Crash! 

 

After stepping into this emptiness and mist, Ye Chen felt the fog in front of his eyes, surging like a wave, 

and layers of space intertwined around him, making him feel a little dizzy. 

 

In the mist, there are skeletons floating one after another. They are innocent people who strayed into 

this place for hundreds of millions of centuries. 

 

These innocent people were trapped in this fog, unable to get rid of the blockade of space, and 

eventually their life essence was exhausted alive and turned into dry bones. 
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Ye Chen also felt that the surrounding space was nested layer upon layer in the mist, making people 

unable to see through reality and the end of the space, like an ant falling into the endless universe starry 

sky, never finding its way back , can not find the beginning and end. 

 

Now, what Ye Chen saw in his eyes was all fog and bones, and he could no longer see where he was just 

now. 

 

In the heavy mist, he vaguely saw a mountain peak, suspended in the void, with a misty fairy aura and 

aura of aura, it must be Piaomiao Peak. 

 

Ye Chen's heart skipped a beat, and he flew towards Piaomiao Peak. 

 

However, the Piaomiao Peak, which seems not far from Ye Chen, is actually separated by tens of millions 

of layers of space, which is farther than the light years of the universe. 

 

Ye Chen flew for a long time, but he still couldn't fly to the end. 

 



That misty peak is beyond reach. 

 

"This space barrier is really evil." 

 

Ye Chen paused, looking at the mist around him, his face became serious. 

 

He is surrounded by layers of nested spaces in all directions, thousands of layers of nested spaces, and 

they are constantly rotating and circulating, so that he will never be able to get out. 

 

Not to mention reaching Piaomiao Peak, Ye Chen may even be trapped here to death, never being able 

to escape the lock of space. 

 

"Ye Chen, the lord of the next reincarnation, please see senior Lingkong Tianzun, and please meet me at 

the mountain!" 

 

Ye Chen looked in the direction of Piaomiao Peak and said loudly. 

 

In fact, if Ye Chen doesn't care about the cost, he can still break the blockade of these spaces, but it is 

likely to hurt the ground veins of Piaomiao Peak. 

 

He didn't want to offend Tianzun Lingkong, so he didn't use brute force, he just wanted to ask Tianzun 

Lingkong to meet him in the mountains. 

 

Ye Chen's voice pierced through many spaces and went far away, causing the fog in front of him to 

dissipate a little. 

 

The scene of Piaomiao Peak appeared more clearly in front of Ye Chen. 

 

That Piaomiao Peak is surrounded by many grotesque laws of space, and the sun, moon and stars are 

revolving around the Piaomiao Peak. The divine light is shining, the clouds are colorful, and the weather 

is quite spectacular. 

 



However, Piaomiao Peak was silent, and there was no echo. 

 

"Senior Lingkong Tianzun, I sincerely seek to see you, may I meet you at the mountain?" 

 

Ye Chen sent out again through sound transmission, hoping to communicate with Tianzun Lingkong. 

 

However, Piaomiao Peak was still silent, and Lingkong Tianzun did not respond. 

 

"Since the seniors are unwilling to meet each other, can you open the space restriction, dispel the fog, 

and let me leave?" 

 

Ye Chen tried to ask again, but still didn't get any response. 

 

"In this case, I will offend you!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes were fixed, and the surrounding space was locked up layer by layer. Naturally, he 

couldn't be willing to be trapped here to death. 

 

boom! 

 

A violent wind blew up on Ye Chen. 

 

"Lingfeng Shenmai, Wings of Freedom, Taiyu Burning, open!" 

 

Ye Chen yelled loudly, and spread out a pair of brilliant and vast wings behind him, covered with 

thousands of holy runes, the free wind flowed, it was the wings of freedom. 

 

There is even a layer of blood on the Wings of Liberty. 

 



That was Ye Chen's burning blood of Taiyu, the bloody light that bloomed, possessing powerful spatial 

power. 

 

boom! 

 

Ye Chen flapped his wings, and his body exploded forward. 

 

The Wings of Liberty roared, and a violent hurricane blew up. In the hurricane, there was also a 

terrifying power of space. 

 

Under the crush of the violent hurricane, the fog of space in front of Ye Chen was dispelled, and those 

layers of nested spaces burst and shattered layer by layer, completely unable to withstand the power of 

Wings of Freedom. 

 

In an instant, the thousands of layers of space were crushed and exploded by Ye Chen. He who spread 

his wings of freedom was simply invincible. With one wing, he could sweep across the universe and 

starry sky, brilliant and invincible. 

 

The terrifying hurricane was even about to blow towards Piaomiao Peak, smashing that mountain into 

pieces. 

 

hum! 

 

But at this time, golden light burst out from the mountain of Piaomiao Peak, which seemed to be some 

kind of protection restriction, blocking Ye Chen's hurricane from the Wings of Freedom. 

 

"Wings of Liberty! Zhuang Xiaoyao's supernatural powers, you have such attainments?" 

 

Above Piaomiao Peak, there was an old voice, full of shock. 

 

"Is it Senior Lingkong Tianzun? I wonder if you are interested in chatting, maybe I can resurrect your 

daughter." 



 

When Ye Chen heard the old voice, he said. 

 

Prior to this, he didn't know whether Zhuang Xiaoyan, the daughter of Lingkong Tianzun, had been 

resurrected. 

 

Now that he was close to Piaomiao Peak, he could clearly grasp the secret of the sky, feel the pain of the 

Lingkong Tianzun, and knew that Zhuang Xiaoyan hadn't been resurrected yet. 

 

Ye Chen's reincarnation bloodline is now full of energy. As long as he ignores consumption, he can 

completely reverse life and death and bring the dead back to life. 

 

"Can you resurrect my daughter?" 

 

The old voice trembled slightly, and after a while of silence, he said, "Come in." 

 

Crash. 

 

In front of Ye Chen, a space rainbow bridge appeared, leading directly to Piaomiao Peak. 

 

Ye Chen stepped on the Hongqiao and strode up to Piaomiao Peak. 

 

This misty peak is full of fairy spirit everywhere, with lush forests and bamboos, the sun and the moon 

shining brightly, just like a holy land of immortals. 

 

At the end of a land where birds are singing and flowers are fragrant, a waterfall hangs upside down like 

a white dragon, and the rumbling sound of water can be heard endlessly. 

 

Under the washing of the waterfall, an ice coffin was parked on a large bluestone. 

 



Runes were engraved on the ice coffin, and a trace of cold air came out, causing a layer of ice to form on 

the pool, making the scene quite magnificent. 

 

An old man, leaning on a cane, was standing alone on the shore. 

 

The appearance of this old man is quite terrifying, half of his body looks like a normal person, but the 

other half of his body is only a skeleton, with flesh and blood slowly growing and wriggling on the white 

bones. 

 

Those slowly growing flesh and blood squirmed like worms, making people feel hairy just looking at 

them. 

 

"The lord of reincarnation has long admired his name." 

 

"Old man Zhuang Tiantian, outsiders call me Lingkong Tianzun, I have seen the Lord of Reincarnation." 

 

The old man bowed slightly and saluted Ye Chen. 

 

He is the elder brother of Fengshen Tianzun Zhuang Xiaoyao, Lingkong Tianzun, Zhuang Tianzun! 

 

"Seniors don't need to be too polite." 

 

Ye Chen hurriedly bowed to return the gift, and seeing the grotesque appearance of Lingkong Tianzun, 

he couldn't help but take a few more glances. 

 

At that time, Lingkong Tianzun fought against Fengshen Tianzun, and half of his body was cut off by the 

hurricane, and he has not recovered until today, which shows how powerful Fengshen Tianzun is. 

 

At the time of the war, Lingkong Tianzun was still a young man, but now he is old with the wear and tear 

of the years. 

 



"Lord of Reincarnation, I know your reason for coming. If you can really resurrect my daughter, I will give 

you the Record of the Nine Gods." 

 

Ling Kong Tianzun's eyes are like torches, he has seen all the secrets of heaven, and knows that Ye 

Chen's purpose is for the Apocalypse of the Nine Gods. 

 

Ye Chen was overjoyed and said, "Okay, senior, I can definitely resurrect your daughter." 

 

Ling Kong Tianzun pondered for a while, and said again: "However, I only have half of the Nine Gods 

Record left in my hand. Well, if you want to use this thing to fight against the dark catastrophe, half of 

the Nine Gods Record is barely enough. hope you do not mind." 

 

Ye Chen was taken aback for a moment, and said, "Is there only half of it left?" 


